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Daily Panel Schedule

Friday Nov 8

8:00-9:30am

Panel 1: How and Why the Public Views the Military as it Does (and Vice-Versa)
Chair/Discussant: Jeremy Teigen, Ramapo College, jteigen@ramapo.edu

Confidence over Confidence: Explaining Public Support for the US Military
Jim Golby, US Army
Peter Feaver, Duke University

Who Follows the Generals? Partisan Polarization and Military Credibility
Michael Robinson, US Military Academy

From Citizen Solder to Secular Saint: The Societal Implications of Military Exceptionalism
Heidi Urben, US Army
Sue Bryant, Us Military Academy
Brett Swaney, National Defense University

Not Putting Their Money Where Their Mouth Is: Retired Flag Officers and Presidential Endorsements
Zach Griffiths, US Military Academy
Olivia Simon, US Military Academy

No Right to Be Wrong: Why Americans Are So Deferential to the Uniform
Ronald Krebs, University of Minnesota
Robert Ralston, University of Minnesota
Aaron Rapport, University of Cambridge

Panel 2: International Perspectives on Immigrants’ Participation in the Military: Opportunities and Challenges
Chair Grazia Scoppio, Royal Military College of Canada, scoppio-g@rmc.ca
Discussant: Ryan Kelty, US Air Force Academy, Ryan.Kelty@usafa.edu
Caught In-Between the Progressives and the Traditional: The Swedish Military Managing a Diverse Population in the Construction of a New Total Defence
Arita Holmberg, Swedish Defence University

In Defense of Diversity: Immigrant Inclusion in the US Military as a Strategic Imperative
Emerald Archer, Mount Saint Mary’s University

The Military as a Path to Citizenship, Integration, and Identity? Visible Minorities and Immigrant’s Perspectives about the Military in Canada
Grazia Scoppio, Royal Military College of Canada
Nancy Otis, National Defence, Government of Canada
Yan Yan, Queen’s University

Immigrants in Uniform: A Possible Scenario at the Belgian Defence?
Delphine Resteigne, Royal Military Academy Belgium

Whose Military is it Anyway? Transforming the Australian Defence Force into Australia’s Defence Force
Jarrod Pendlebury, The University of Sydney

Panel 3: Considering the “Coordinated Management of Meaning:” A Practical Educational Tool for Helping Military Students and Veterans Manage Complex Intercultural Interactions
Chair: Susan Steen, Air Force Culture and Language Center, susan.steen@us.af.mil
Discussant: Allison Abbe, Institute for Defense Analysis, aabbe@mac.com

Transforming Learning vs. Transition: Communication Strategies for Addressing Moral Conflict in Blended Cohorts in Military Psychology Studies
Barton Buechner, Adler University

Integrating CMM Content into Reflexive Practice Curriculum for Military Medical Students
Lauren Mackenzie, Marine Corps University

Considering Connection, Community, Conflict, Cortex, and CMM in a Graduate Course for Military and Civilian Students
Susan Steen, Air Force Culture and Language Center

Panel 7: Special Operations Forces (SOF)
Chair: Anna Simons, Naval Postgraduate School, asimons@nps.edu
Discussants: Anthony King, University of Warwick; Tone Danielsen, Norwegian Defence Research Establishment; Alice Friend, Center for Strategic and International Studies

Special Operations Forces in the 21st Century: Perspectives from the Social Sciences
By Jessica Turnley, Kobi Michael, and Eyal Ben-Ari
Presented by Eitan Shamir, Bar-Ilan University

*Making Warriors in a Global Era: An Ethnographic Study of the Norwegian Naval Special Operations Commando*
By Tone Danielsen, Norwegian Defence Research Establishment

*Special Operations Journal*
Presented by James Kiras, Air University

**Panel 18: Answering the Call in the Darkest Hour: The Role of the Military in Complex Catastrophes**
Chair/Discussant: Frank Grass, US Army National Guard

*Command Structure Geometry: How to Divide Authority in Complex Catastrophes*
Barret Parker, The Maneuver Center of Excellence
Neal Anderson, US Northern Command

*Resource Allocation in Complex Catastrophes: The Intractable Crisis of Multi-State Prioritization*
Jocelyn Leventhal, US Army Reserve
Thomas Galvin, US Army War College
Michael Sharon, Federal Emergency Management Agency

*Preserving the Distinction: Defense Support of Civilian Law Enforcement Agencies in Complex Catastrophes*
Bert Tussing, US Army War College
Leonard Wong, US Army War College
J. Eric Powell, The Maneuver Support Center of Excellence
Vincent Henry, Long Island University

**9:30-10:00am Break**

**10:00-11:30am**

**Panel 4: NCOs in the Contemporary Military**
Christopher Dandecker, Kings College London
Sophy Gardner, University of Exeter
Jack Porter, The Citadel
Theodore Cook, William Peterson University
Robert Rush, US Army
Uzi Ben-shalom, Ariel University

**Panel 5: The Dynamic Intersection of Military and Society**
Chair: Patricia Shields, Texas State University, ps07@txstate.edu
Discussant: Anders Sookermany, Norwegian Defence University College, anders.sookermany@nih.no

Civil-Military Relations: What is the State of the Field?
David Pion-Berlin, UC Riverside
Danijela Dudley, San Jose State University

Valuing Sisterhood: Unique Challenges Faced by Servicewomen
Brenda Moore, University of Buffalo

Veterans and Reservists: Views from Within and Without
James Griffith, University of Utah
Vince Connelly, Oxford-Brooke University
Sergio Catignani, University of Exeter

The Military and Popular Culture
Jacob Absalon, US Military Academy
Brian Reed, US Military Academy
Morten Ender, US Military Academy

Military Families, Challenges and Opportunities in Turbulent Times
Sofia Ledberg, Swedish Defense University
Chiara Ruffa, Uppsala University

Panel 9: Critical Military Sociology—Rethinking Militarization
Chair/Discussant: Yagil Levy, The Open University of Israel, yagil.levy@gmail.com

What Is Critical Military Sociology?
Yagil Levy, The Open University of Israel

Patriot Games, War Games, and Political Footballs: A Constructivist Interpretation of Militarization in an American Sport
Paul Vasquez, University of Central Florida

Militarized Violence, Citizenship and Gender
Edna Lomsky-Feder, Hebrew University of Jerusalem
Orna Sasson-Levy, Bar-Ilan University

Politics in the Margins: Militarized Subjectivities and Expectation in Iraq’s Anbar Province
Thomas Brønd, Royal Danish Defence College
Chair & Discussant: Melissa Dixon, Wake Forest University, melissaburriss@hotmail.com

The Great War’s Tragic Misunderstanding of Shell Shock: Mistaking Psychological and Physical Injuries
Rachel Lea Heide, Department of National Defence – Canada

The Great War and Moral Injury
John Boyd, US Army Chaplain Center and School

PTSD in the Pacific: The 81st Infantry Division’s Experiences with Combat Stress during the Palau Campaign of 1944
H. Allen Skinner, US Army 81st Readiness Division

Navigating the Aftermath of Combat Experiences: Moral Injury, Post-Traumatic Growth, and the Role of Spirituality
Mark Lee, Association for Clinical Pastoral Education

11:30am-1:00pm   Lunch (on your own)

11:30am-1:00pm   IUS Board and Council Meeting

1:00-2:30pm

Panel 6: Teaching Insurgency
Chair: Michael Fowler, US Air Force Academy, michael.fowler@usafa.edu
Discussant: Antulio Echevarria, US Army War College, antulio.j.echevarria.civ@mail.mil

A Theoretical Approach to Irregular and Hybrid Warfare
William Reno, Northwestern University

A Bottom-up Look at Counter-Insurgency Theory
Buddhika Jayamaha, University of Wisconsin

Airpower and Irregular War: A Battle of Ideas
John Farquhar, US Air Force Academy

Constructing Effects Through Security Cooperation
Michael Fowler, US Air Force Academy

Challenges in Security Cooperation
Panel 23: A Comparative Look at the Institutional Trajectory of Selected Asian Militaries
Chair & Discussant: Leslie Advincula-Lopez, Ateneo de Manila University, lalopez@ateneo.edu

Shifts in the Humanitarian Space? Examining Military-NGO Engagements during the 2017 Marawi Crisis, Philippines
Rosalie Arcala-Hall, University of the Philippines Visayas

Bearing Soldiers’ Deaths: The Perception of the Public in the Case of Southeast Asia
Saya Kiba, Komatsu University
Atsushi Yasutomi, Miyazaki International College

Political Parties and Military Rule in Thailand
Terence Lee, National University of Singapore

Structuration and Its Application in the Analysis of Philippine Marines’ Institutional Evolution
Leslie Advincula-Lopez, Ateneo de Manila University

Panel 34: Conscriptions Challenges and Opportunities
Chair & Discussant: Reuven Gal, Samuel Neaman Institute for National Policy Research, reuvgal@sni.technion.ac.il

Drafting Ultra-Orthodox Conscripts in the IDF—A Critical Perspective
Reuven Gal, Samuel Neaman Institute for National Policy Research
Eyal Lewin, Ariel University

Why Keep Conscription? The “Domestication” of Western Europe’s Armed Forces
Simon Rotzer, University of Tennessee

Panel 52: Military Professionalism: Theoretical Perspectives
Chair & Discussant: John Bornmann, MITRE Corporation, john.bornmann@gmail.com

Airborne Rangers or PowerPoint Rangers? The Influence of Professionalism and Bureaucracy in Military Promotion and Discipline
Jessica Blankshain, US Naval War College
Doyle Hodges, US Naval War College

Things Fall Apart: The Domestic Determinants of Military Mutinies
Jaclyn Johnson, University of the Cumberlands

Leveraging Unconscious Biases to Challenge and Develop Comprehensive Operational Analysis
Desta Bailey, American Military University
Panel 41: The Military and the Media: No Single Relationship
Chair & Discussant: Robert Ralston, University of Minnesota, ralst047@umn.edu

Popular Depictions of Military Command Culture
Michael Junge, US Naval War College

Hollywood and the Military: Compelling Stories or Misperception of Reality
Jared Stefani, Georgetown University
Emma Moore, Center for A New American Security

Depiction of the Colombian Military in the Local Media (1990-2017)
Samuel Rivera-Paez, Pontifical Universidad Javeriana
Andres Gonzalez-Saiz, Rutgers University

Co-Existence of Military and Media in India
Leena Parmar, University of Rajasthan
Daljit Singh, University of Rajasthan

The Return of the Warrior? Representations of the German Soldier in German Media Since the End of the Cold War
Gerhard Kuemmel, Bundeswehr Institute of Military History and Social Sciences

2:30-2:45pm  Break

2:45-4:15pm

Panel 28: The Changing Role of Women in the Armed Forces
Chair & Discussant: Carolyn Washington, State University of New York at Buffalo, cwashing@buffalo.edu

Women in Combat: Actual Performance in Military Operations
Eyal Lewin, Ariel University
Uzi Ben Shalom, Ariel University

Looking Inward: UNSCR 1325 on Women, Peace and Security and Its Implications for Greater Inclusion and Diversity within the Armed Forces through an Operational Lens
Carolyn Washington, State University of New York University of Buffalo

Gender Equality in the US Military: Men May Be Sensitive after All
Joshua Stewart, US Army
Lilia Giugni, University of Cambridge
Neil Stott, University of Cambridge
Attitudes Toward Women in Combat Pre- and Post-Combat Exclusion Policy
Michael Matthews, US Military Academy
Morten Ender, US Military Academy
David Rohall, Missouri State University

Panel 33: Educating the Force
Chair & Discussant: Cynthia Watson, National War College, cynthia.watson.civ@msc.ndu.edu

Education over Instruction: PME to Prepare Army Leaders for the Future Operating Environment
Whitney Grespin, King’s College – London
Rebecca Jensen, University of Calgary

Educating Military Elites: A Comparative Study
Thomas Crosbie, Royal Danish Defence College
Edward Lucas, Royal Danish Defence College

Educating the Multinational Force: A Professional Oversight
George Woods, US Army War College
Jocelyn Leventhal, US Army War College

Social Media Use at the United States Air Force Academy
John Bornmann, MITRE Corporation

Preparing Senior Officers for National-Level Decision Making
Joseph Collins, National War College

Panel 46: Case Studies in Civil-Military Relations
Chair & Discussant: Guy Siebold, guysiebold@comcast.net

Relation Between Civilian and Military Elites in Colombia: A Critical Review
Samuel Rivera-Paez, Pontifical Universidad Javeriana
Armando Borrero, University of the Andes

Dangerous Liaison: The Idea of Citizen-Soldier and Contentious Civil-Military Relations in Lithuania
Delvidas Slekys, Vilnius University

Civil-Military Relations in the Golden Age of Special Operations
Stephen Grenier, The Citadel

The Expert and the Politician: Re-Imagining Civilian Control over the Military
Anit Mukherjee, S. Rajaratnam School of International Studies (RSIS)
Panel 50: Why We Serve—Or Don’t
Chair & Discussant: Jack Binkley, Loyola University Chicago, jackcbinkley@icloud.com

Operations Research for the US Army Recruiting Enterprise: Past, Present, and Future Challenges to the All-Volunteer Force
Greg Parlier, North Carolina State University

The Story of a Diverse Man’s Pursuit of the American Dream: From West Point Cadet to Army Officer and Professor
Remi Hajjar, United States Military Academy

Be All You Can Be: Improving Army Recruiting Efforts
Emma Moore, Center for New American Security

Military Propensity Through Time Perspective: Sources of Motivation for IDF Enlistment Over the Years
Roni Tiargan-Or, IDF’s Department of Behavioral Sciences (MAMDA), IDF, Israel and University of Strasbourg, France
Anat Waldman, IDF’s Department of Behavioral Sciences (MAMDA), IDF, Israel
Reuven Gal, Samuel Neaman Institute for National Policy Research, Technion, Israel

Panel 58: Challenges in the International Security Environment
Chair & Discussant: Shadman Bashir, Dixie State University, attorney0011@yahoo.com

Foreign Military Training and Transparency in American Security Assistance
Theodore McLauchin, University of Montreal
Lee Seymour, University of Montreal

Principal-Agent Problems: USG Use of Contractors to Deliver Security Force Assistance (SFA)
Whitney Grespin, King’s College – London

Unity in the Face of Threat? How Perceptions of Threat from U.S. and Russian Foreign and Security Policy Affect Public Support for a Common European Army in Germany
Timo Graf, Bundeswehr Centre of Military History and Social Sciences

4:15-4:30pm  Break

4:30-6:00pm

Panel 11: Research Forces Personnel Challenges in the 21st Century
Chair: Vince Connelly, Oxford Brookes University, vconnelly@brookes.ac.uk
Discussant: James Griffith, University of Utah, jhgriffith@comcast.net
Comparative Analysis of Regular and Reserve Force Prospective Recruits: Findings from the International Military Employment Image Survey, the Canadian Armed Forces Prospect Survey, and the Canadian Armed Forces Recruiting Survey
Nancy Otis, National Defence Canada
Irina Goldenberg, National Defence Canada
Allyson Dale, National Defence Canada

Satisfaction with Volunteer Army Reservist Service in the British Army: Comparisons between Those with Ex-Regular Army Service and Those without as Volunteer Army Reservists
Vincent Connelly, Oxford Brookes University
Julia Birchenough, Oxford Brookes University
Zoe Morrison, University of Greenwich
Scott Tindal, University of Greenwich
Sarah Cunningham-Burley, University of Edinburgh
Wendy Loretto, University of Edinburgh

Negotiating Civilian and Military Lives: Families, Relationships and Reserve Service
Scott Tindal, University of Greenwich
Zoe Morrison, University of Greenwich
Vincent Connelly, Oxford Brookes University
Sarah Cunningham-Burley, University of Edinburgh

Panel 15: Ways of Thinking: Educating Strategists
Chair/Discussant: Suzanne Nielsen, US Military Academy, Suzanne.Nielsen@usma.edu

Telling Stories: Narrative Thinking for Strategists
Jacqueline Whitt, US Army War College

X Is Like Y: History and Analogical Thinking
Richard Lacquement, US Army War College

Play To Win: Gaming as a Way of Thinking
James Markley, US Army War College
Ken Gilliam, US Army War College

The Devil You Know: Systems Thinking for Strategists
Samuel White, US Army War College

Rethinking the OODA Loop: Future Thinking and Decision Making
Andrew Hill, US Army War College
Panel 16: Insights from the Marine Corps Organizational Culture Research Project—Roundtable
Chair: Kerry Fosher, Marine Corps University, kerry.fosher@usmcu.edu
Discussant: Robert Rubinstein, Syracuse University

Research Methods in the Marine Corps Organizational Cultural Research Project
Kristin Post, Davis Defense Group

Narratives of Equity or Equality in the Marine Corps Organizational Culture Research Project
Rebecca Lane, Davis Defense Group

Narratives of Diversity in the Marine Corps Organizational Culture Research Project
Eric Gauldin, Davis Defense Group

Panel 54: Broken Armed Forces and Attempts to Fix Them
Chair: Thomas McLauchlin, University of Montreal
Discussant: Erica DeBruin, Hamilton College

Shihabisme: Military Reconstruction in Lebanon
Christina Gregory, University of California Riverside

Military Reform and Coup d’état in Post-Conflict Settings
Erica De Bruin, Hamilton College

Military Fratricide and Defection in Civil Wars: Evidence from Spain
Theodore McLauchlin, University of Montreal

Panel 55: Peacekeeping and Humanitarian Assistance
Chair & Discussant: Maria Celina D’Araujo, Pontifical Catholic University of Rio de Janeiro, mariacelina@daraujo.net

Transition Management as a Framework for Assessing/Achieving Success in Peace Support Operations in a Multipolar World
Hermann Jung, Austrian Armed Forces

Case Study on Canada’s Decision-Making Process to Renew with UN Peacekeeping Missions
Eric Ouellet, Canadian Forces College

Overcoming the Mistrust: Strengthening Civil-Military Humanitarian Coordination When Responding to Complex Emergencies
Sara Belligoni, University of Central Florida

6:00-7:00pm Reception
7:00-9:00pm Banquet

Keynote Address:
* Cult of the Irrelevant: The Waning Influence of Social Science on National Security*
Michael Desch, Packey J. Dee Professor of International Relations and founding director of the Notre Dame International Security Center

---

**Saturday Nov 9**

8:30-10:00am

**Panel 12: The Military’s Role in Maintaining and Fostering Democratic Institutions**
Chair: Marybeth Ulrich, US Army War College, marybeth.p.ulrich.civ@mail.mil
Discussant: Craig Stone, Canadian Forces College, stone@cfc.dnd.ca

*How Democracies Survive: The Challenge of Maintaining Democratic Civil-Military Norms in the United States*
Marybeth Ulrich, US Army War College

*The Price of Service: Civil-Military Relations and the Profession of Arms*
Charles Allen, US Army War College

*The Military’s Role in Strengthening Democracy: The Chilean Case*
Cristian Macuratta, US Army War College

*Preparing the Strategic Advisor: Professional Military Education’s Role in Preparing Advisors to Establish Stable Democracies in Developing States*
George Woods, US Army War College

---

**Panel 13: Socialization, Leadership, and Ethical Behavior**
Chair/Discussant: Karin De Angelis, US Air Force Academy, Karin.Deangelis@usafa.edu
Inscribing Identities on Uniformed Bodies: The (Re)Gendering of Soldiers
Taylor Winfield, Princeton University

Sexual Misconduct and Socialization in the Canadian Armed Forces: Results from Early Training Environments
Kyle Fraser, National Defence Headquarters – Canada
Shannon Russell-Miller, National Defence Headquarters – Canada

Organizational Culture and Climate, Leader Behavior, and Sexual Harassment in Military Context
Jeff Lucas, University of Maryland – College Park
Paul Hanges, University of Maryland – College Park
Karen DeAngelis, US Air Force Academy
Dave McConne, US Air Force Academy
Todd Woodruff, US Military Academy
Michael Norton, US Naval Academy
Kelly Beavan, University of Maryland – College Park

Leadership-Driven Culture Change: Senior Non-Commissioned Officers’ Perspectives on Sexual Misconduct in the Canadian Armed Forces
Sara Rubenfeld, National Defence Headquarters Canada
Shannon Russell-Miller, National Defence Headquarters Canada

Panel 24: Adapting for 21st Century Wars: Challenges and Concepts
Chair & Discussant: John Livingstone, Department of the Army, jel_stone71@yahoo.com

A Convergence of Coalitions
Francis Park, The Joint Staff, Directorate for Strategy, Plans, and Policy

Not Yet Openly at War, But Still Mostly at Peace: Exploit the Opportunity to Become the 21st Century Force that Our Nation Needs
Scott Cuomo, Georgetown University

Gunboat Diplomacy: Appreciating Limited Intervention for Limited Ends
Joel Iams, King’s College London

Controlling the Narrative in Urban Combat
Doug Winton, US Army War College

Money as a Weapon System: Tactics Unconnected to Strategy
Rebecca Jensen, University of Calgary
Panel 38: Terrorism and Responding to It
Chair & Discussant: Michael St-Pierre, Royal Canadian Navy, stpierre.msp@gmail.com

Terrorism and Counter-Terrorism
Blaise Ndamnsah, University of Ljubljana

One-Eyed Man is King: Sons of the Country, Reversing the Chain of Command in Counter-Insurgency Operations
Erwin Bieri, Netherlands Defence College

Does Terrorism Have an Impact on Travel Behavior?
Thomas Ferst, Military Academy at the ETH Zurich

Al Qaeda Origins, Ideology, Goals, and Future
Thomas Fitzpatrick, Husson University

Chair & Discussant: Deividas Slekys, Vilnius University, deividas.slekys@tspmi.vu.lt

Warriors at the Core? Ethos, National Security and the Tapestry of War
Christopher Miller, US Air Force Academy

The Future War: Globalization Wars, Governance by Seduction and the Post Truth Society
Rene Moelker, Netherlands Defence Academy

Transnational Politics and the Changing Character of War
Pascal Vennesson, S. Rajaratnam School of International Studies

10:00-10:30am  Break

10:30am-12:00pm

Panel 8: Elevating the Conversation about Enlisted Education: Cross-Disciplinary, Perspectives and Collaboration on a New Sergeants School Curriculum
Chair: Lauren Mackenzie, Marine Corps University, Lauren.mackenzie@usmcu.edu
Discussant: Scott Hamm, College of Distance Learning and Training, Hamms@davisdefense.com

Changing the Enlisted Professional Military Education Continuum to Win Now and in the Future
Scott Hamm, College of Distance Learning and Training, Hamms@davisdefense.com

Moving Beyond National Difference: Broader Application of Culture Education for the Enlisted Military Professional
Lauren Mackenzie, Marine Corps University

*Ethics Education in Support of the Enlisted Community: Content, Delivery, and Challenges*
Paolo Tripodi, Marine Corps University

*To Sharpen Critical and Creative Thinking Skills: The Challenges of Making Enlisted Decision Makers in Professional Military Education*
Brad Wineman, Marine Corps University

**Panel 14: The Military’s Progress Toward Completing Women’s Integration I: Women Veterans’ Healthcare Challenges and Impact on Political Attitudes and Elections**

Chair: David Smith, US Naval War College, david.g.smith.phd@gmail.com
Discussant: Sidra Montgomery, Insight Policy Research, sidra.montgomery@gmail.com

*The Second Shift: Female Veterans, Health, and Reentry into Civilian Life*
Emerald Archer, Mount Saint Mary’s University
Stephen Inrig, Mount Saint Mary’s University

*Women Vets’ Votes: How Gender Mitigates Support for the GOP among Military Veterans*
David Leal, University of Texas at Austin
Jeremy Teigen, Ramapo College

*Health Challenges for Transitioning Servicewomen: An Intervention to Reduce Barriers to VA Healthcare*
Alea Nadeem, US Department of Defense
Emily Barkin, Deloitte Consulting
Victoria Gentry, Deloitte Consulting
Christine Rickertsen, HigherEchelon
Nicola Hall, Deloitte Consulting
Nic Bencaz, HigherEchelon
Nancy Maher, US Department of Veterans Affairs Women’s Health Office

*See G.I. Jane Run: The Rise of Female Military Veteran Candidates for Congress*
Theresa Schroeder, Ohio Northern University
Rebecca Best, University of Missouri

*Health Issues Facing Women Veterans*
Kayla Williams, Center for A New American Security

**Panel 30: War from the Individual’s Perspective**

Chair & Discussant: Vangala Ram, National Intelligence University, Vangala.Ram2@dodiis.mil

*The Experience of Tunnel Warfare—A Phenomenological Approach*
Uzi Ben-Shalom, Ariel University
Psychological Hardiness Predicts Post-Traumatic Growth in Severely Wounded Service Members and Their Wives
Paul Bartone, Institute for National Strategic Studies, National Defense University
Stephen Bowles, Institute for National Strategic Studies, National Defense University

The Opinions and Experiences of Transgender Military Service Members during a Time of Uncertainty: A Research Note
Michelle Dietert, Texas A&M University

Post-Traumatic Growth, An Opportunity for the SANDF: Literature Study
Ngoako Mashatola, Stellenbosch University

A Profile in Leadership, Courage, and Collaborative Scholarship
Barton Buechner, Adler University

Panel 31: NATO: A Time of Uncertainty
Chair & Discussant: Jack Porter, The Citadel, porterj1@citadel.edu

The Danger of NATO’s Two Percent Target: Avoiding Inefficient Defence Spending
Gjermund Rongved, Norwegian Defence University College
Per Martin Norheim-Martinsen, Norwegian Defence University College

Common Security and Defense Policy (CDSP), NATO, and the Search for European Strategic Autonomy
Darrell Driver, US Army War College

Boosting the Morale of the Baltic Nations – Local Perceptions and Expectations with Regard to NATO Enhanced Forward Presence
Osman Bojang, Netherlands Defence Academy
Jörg Noll, Netherlands Defence Academy

Panel 48: The Unique Nature of Military Culture
Chair & Discussant: Richard Chasdi, George Washington University, rchasdi@walshcollege.edu

Military Obedience in Large Countries
Maria Celina D’Araujo, Pontifical Catholic University of Rio de Janeiro

Sarah Clark, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

American Hypocrisy: The US Military Through the Lens of Welfare State Theory
Carolyn Kehn, University of Helsinki—Finland


*The Application of Ethical Leadership: Improving Organizational Culture in the Military and Society*
David Kritz, National Intelligence University

**12:00-1:30pm Luncheon**

**1:30-3:00pm**

**Panel 26: Gender and Culture in the Military: Implications for Professional Military Education**
Chair & Discussant: Kerry Fosher, Marine Corps University, kbfosher@gmail.com

*Making the Case: The Reasons for Increased Emphasis on Gender Perspectives in PME*
Alan Okros, Canadian Forces College

*Integrating WPS into Education Efforts Underway at Marine Corps University*
Lauren Mackenzie, Marine Corps University

*Integrating Gender and Cultural Perspectives within PME: An Ethnographic Study of Teaching and Learning in the Joint Command and Staff Programme at Canadian Forces College*
Vanessa Brown, Carleton University

*Gender as Diversity in the Norwegian Military*
Kjetil Enstad, The Norwegian Defence University College

**Panel 32: Family Wellbeing and the Effectiveness of the Service Member**
Chair & Discussant: Meredith Kleykamp, University of Maryland at College Park, kleykamp@umd.edu

*Family Readiness Groups: Helping Deployed Army National Guard Soldiers and Their Families*
James Griffith, University of Utah

*Research Needed to Better Inform DoD about Service Member and Family Well-being and Readiness*
Kenneth Kizer, Atlas Research
Daniel Perkins, Pennsylvania State University
Laura Miller, RAND

*The Impact of a Military Spouse Scholarship on Service Member Retention*
David Knapp, RAND
Thomas Trail, RAND
James Marrone, RAND
Laura Miller, RAND
Panel 36: Coming Home—Or Do Veterans Have a Home?
Chair & Discussant: Gielt Algra, The Veterans Institute of the Netherlands,
g.algra@veteraneninstituut.nl

Russian Veterans and the Politics of Russian Strategic Culture: National Identity, the Use of Force, and Veterans under President Vladimir Putin
Jack Porter, The Citadel

The Mark of Military Service: How the Dirty Work of War Impacts Support for Veterans
Alexis Pang, US Army Research Institute

Becoming a Disabled Veteran: A Comparison of the Care Systems and Social Representations of French and American Disabled Veterans Since 2001
Anne Lise Dall'Agnola, Polytechnic University of France

Panel 40: Issues in the Study of Armed Forces and Society
Chair & Discussant: Eyal Lewin, Ariel University,
lewin1212@gmail.com

Military Science, Military Sociology or Science of the Military?
Marian Zulean, University of Bucharest

Research Notes on Peace Development
Paul Camacho, University of Massachusetts
Abukar Sanei, Government of Somalia

A Multi-Dimensional Model for a Better Conceptualization of the Term Resilience
Reuven Gal, Samuel Neaman Institute for National Policy Research

Panel 45: Politics and United States Service Members
Chair & Discussant: Alice Friend, Center for Strategic and International Studies,
aliceehunt@gmail.com

Revolt of the Generals 2020
Jack Binkley, Loyola University Chicago

Midshipmen in the Public Square: Future Officers’ Attitudes on Political Participation and Their Origins
Thomas Krasnican, University of Chicago
Nicholas Paraiso, University of Chicago

The All-Volunteer, Apolitical Force? Political Activities and Political Ambition of Military Personnel
David Richardson, US Naval Academy
The Virtues of Military Politics
Damon Coletta, US Air Force Academy
Thomas Crosbie, Royal Danish Defence College

3:00-3:15pm  Break

3:15-4:45pm

Panel 19: Civil-Military Norms in an Abnormal Time: Exploring the Role of Norms in American Civil-Military Relations
Chair: Suzanne Nielsen, US Military Academy, Suzanne.nielsen@westpoint.edu
Discussant: Kori Schake, International Institute for Strategic Studies

The Paradoxes of Huntingtonian Military Professionalism
Risa Brooks, Marquette University

Keeping Norms Normal: Ancient Perspectives on Norms in Civil-Military Relations
Jim Golby, US army
Hugh Liebert, US Military Academy

Midshipmen in the Public Square: Future Officers’ Attitudes about Political Participation and Their Origins
Thomas Krasnican, University of Chicago
Nicholas Paraiso, University of Chicago

Should Soldiers Vote? A Civil-Military Dilemma
George Fust, US Military Academy

Panel 27: Issues of Abuse and Discrimination in the Force
Chair & Discussant: Kayla Williams, Center for A New American Security, kwilliams@cnas.org

Rates of Harassment, Discrimination and Sexual Misconduct among Employment Equity Groups and LGBT Members in the Canadian Armed Forces
Carina Daugherty, National Defence Headquarters – Canada

Unwanted Workplace Experiences in the Military: Issues Affecting Measurement of Patterns and Prevalence of Sexual Harassment
Richard Harris, University of Texas at San Antonio
Daniel McDonald, Defense Equal Opportunity Management Institute

Updated Analysis of the Military Rape Differential
Kayla Williams, Center for A New American Security
Civil-Military Relations and Community Response to Cases of Child Sexual Abuse: A Qualitative Case Study
Sara Skinner, University of Georgia

Panel 42: Societal Support for Its Armed Forces
Chair & Discussant: Chiara Ruffa, Uppsala University, chiara.ruffa@gmail.com

Nearer the Base? How Proximity to the US Armed Forces Shapes American Public Attitudes
Danielle Lupton, Colgate University
Jeremy Teigen, Ramapo College

Just Paying Lip-Service? Public Opinion and Public Support for Armed Forces in Germany
Heiko Biehl, Bundeswehr Center of Military History and Social Sciences

The Feted and the Fallen: Civil Responses to Military Awards and Deaths
Cate Carter, Deakin University

Beyond Institutional Autonomy: A Quadrumvirate Theory of Civil-Military Relations
Sallek Yaks Musa, University of Stellenbosch

Panel 51: When the State is Not in Complete Control of Conflict
Chair & Discussant: Guntram Werther, Temple University, gfwerther@gmail.com

Guerrilla Warfare and Grand Strategy in Indonesia: General Abdul Harris Nasution
Pascal Vennesson, S. Rajaratnam School of International Studies

Strategic Culture of Non-State Actors in Africa
Pieter Malan, South African National Military Academy

The Rise of the Postmodern Combatant? The Military Sociology of Western Foreign Fighters in Syria and Ukraine
Francesco Milan, King’s College London

4:45-5:00pm Break

5:00-6:30pm

Panel 25: Gender and Culture in the Military: Implications for the Institution
Chair & Discussant: Alan Okros, Canadian Forces College, Alan.Okros@rmc.ca

Controversial Results in an Applied Research Setting: The Marine Corps Organizational Culture Project
Kerry Fosher, Marine Corps University
Understanding Women’s Deployment in NATO Operations
Meaghan Shoemaker, Queens University

How do Feminist Norms Travel: Can the Military Speak Feminist without Making the Feminist Speak Military?
Victoria Tate, Carleton University

Gender and Cultural Perspectives as a Force Multiplier: How Learning about Gender and Cultural Perspectives in Professional Military Education Creates Better Leaders in the Canadian Armed Forces
Vanessa Brown, Carleton University

Panel 44: Politics and Interest Groups: Buffeting the Armed Forces
Chair & Discussant: Ozgur Ozkan, University of Washington, ozkan@uw.edu

When Soldiers Speak Out Against Their Own Military
Atsushi Yasutomi, Miyazaki International College

Against a Bitter Pill: The Role of Interest Groups in Armed Forces Reform in Russia
Kirill Shamiev, Central European University

Human Resources and Performance Management Lessons from the July 15 Coup in Turkey: How Dominance-seeking Actors Exploited Recruitment, Assignment, and Promotion Practices in the Turkish Military
Yalcin Acikgoz, Appalachian State University
Ozgur Ozkan, University of Washington

Putin’s Grand Strategy and Domestic Support
Christopher Marsh, Joint Special Operations University

Panel 49: On the Job: Service and Satisfaction
Chair & Discussant: Laura Miller, RAND, lauram@rand.org

Navy Reserve Perspective: Mission Accomplishment, Long-Distance Camaraderie, and Work-Life Balance
Sandra Kirkwood, San Diego State University

Flexible Work Arrangements in the Canadian Armed Forces (CAF): Which FWAs Work and for Whom?
Natalie Mercer, National Defence HQ – Canada
David Scholtz, National Defence HQ – Canada
Cultural Frame Switching in the Defence Workplace Well-being Survey Among Respondents Who Identify French as their First Official Language
Stefan Wolejszo, National Defence – Canada

Retention and Job Satisfaction at Semi-isolated Postings
Anna Ebel-Lam, National Defence HQ – Canada
Irina Goldenberg, National Defence HQ – Canada
Ivana Previsic, National Defence HQ – Canada

Panel 53: Military Professionalism: Cross-National Perspectives
Chair & Discussant: Richard Lacquement, US Army War College, richkat62@comcast.net

What’s in a Name? On the ‘Warriorization’ of the Armed Forces of Denmark
Thomas Pedersen, Royal Danish Defence College

In Name Only? What Professionalism Means to the Tunisian and Egyptian Militaries
Risa Brooks, Marquette University
Sharan Grewal, College of William and Mary

Governing the Military Profession: Performance Management and Professional Autonomy in the Swedish Military
Sofia Ledberg, Swedish Defence University
Emma Bjornehed, Swedish Defence University

Panel 57: The Role of the United States in Security Leadership
Chair & Discussant: Don Inbody, Texas State University, don@inbody.net

Puppet-Mastery? Understanding the Drivers and Impact of US-Supported Leadership
Angela Gill, George Mason University

Beyond Warfighting: Inculcating a Public Diplomacy Mindset for an Era of Strategic Competition
Sonya Finley, National Defense University

The Perception of the Swiss Population Regarding the Foreign Security and Security Policy of the United States: An Analysis Based on Data of the Study “Sicherheit 2019”
Tibor Tresch, Military Academy at Swiss Federal Institute of Technology

6:30-7:30pm President’s Reception

7:00 A Toast to Honor the 100th Birthday of Morris Janowitz, Founding President and Chair of the IUS, 1960-1982

Sunday Nov 10
7:00-8:15am Breakfast Meeting
Editorial Board of Armed Forces & Society

7:00-9:00am Buffet Breakfast

8:30-10:00am

**Panel 60: Keynote Panel—Discussion of Influence of Social Science on National Security**
Chair: James Burk, Texas A&M University, jsburk@tamu.edu

Panelists:
Peter Feaver, Duke University
Yagil Levy, The Open University
Alan Okros, Canadian Forces College
Christopher Dandeker, King’s College London
Rebecca Schiff, US Naval War College

**Panel 17: Ethics of Acquiring Disruptive Technologies**
Chair & Discussant: Charles Allen, US Army War College, charles.d.allen20.civ@mail.mil

*Responsibility and Respect for Persons: The Ethics of Developing, Acquiring, and Employing AI-Driven System*
C. Anthony Pfaff, US Army War College

*Does Genome Editing Disrupt the Biosecurity Landscape?*
Jesse Kirkpatrick
George Mason University

*Legal, Ethical, and Social Impact of Human Enhancement Technologies (HET) in the Military*
Erin Hahn, Johns Hopkins Applied Physics Laboratory

**Panel 37: China’s Military at Home and Abroad**
Chair & Discussant: Terrence Lee, National University of Singapore, terence.lee@nus.edu.sg

*Working and Shirking in the PLA: Testing Feaver’s Agency Model on Civil-Military Relations in Xi’s China*
Tom Fox, US Military Academy

*China’s Emerging Technological Dominance: How China is Leveraging Scientific Innovations to Exert Influence in the South China Sea*
Kjell Tengesdal, American Public University
Dehumanization or Counter-terrorism? China’s Path to Genocide in Xinjiang Province
Morgan Rust, American Public University

Panel 56: Armed Forces and the Challenge of Democracy
Chair & Discussant: Rosalie Arcala-Hall, University of the Philippines Visayas,
rbarcalahall@up.edu.ph

It Takes a Village to Raise a Dictator: International Influences on Post-Coup Civil-Military Relations
Jonathan Powell, University of Central Florida
Clayton Thyne, University of Kentucky

The Role of African Militaries in Promoting Democratization in Africa: The Case of Botswana
Luckie Thaga, Botswana Defence Force

Panel 59: Domestic Missions: The Armed Forces in a Minefield
Chair & Discussant: Leslie Advincula-Lopez, University Ateneo de Manila, lalopez@ateneo.edu

Back Home? Making Sense of the Use of the Military in Domestic Context
Chiara Ruffa, Uppsala University

Domestic Crisis: Understanding FEMA’s Dependence on the DoD as a Resource for Disaster Response Networks
Ryan Scott, North Carolina State University

10:00-10:15am  Break

10:15-11:45am

Panel 20: The Military’s Profess Toward Completing Women’s Integration II: Biases, Identities and Gender Equations
Chair: Sidra Montgomery, Insight Policy Research, sidra.montgomery@gmail.com
Discussant: David Smith, US Naval War College, david.g.smith.phd@gmail.com

Just the Facts: A Selected Annotated Bibliography on Evidence Supporting the Women, Peace, and Security Agenda
Sahana Dharmapuri, Our Secure Future

We Join to Be Challenged, Not to Be Victims: Mapping Identities of Women Veterans
Andrea Goldstein, US Military Academy
Women’s Integration into Ground Combat Unites: Understanding Differences in Experiences Between Enlisted Women and Women Officers
Antonieta Rico, Women in International Security

Leaders are White Men...or Are They? Race and Gender Intersectionality for Peer Leadership Evaluations
Judith Rosenstein, US Naval Academy
David Smith, US Naval War College
Margaret Nikolov, Kaiser Permanente

Panel 21: Returning Politics to Counterterrorism
Chair: Peter McCabe, Contractor, Joint Special Operations University
Discussant: Christopher Marsh, Joint Special Operations University,
christopher.marsh.civ@so.com.mil

Consociational Democracy’s Contribution to Extremism in Iraq
David Ellis, Contractor, Joint Special Operations University

Iranian Proxy Groups in Iraq, Syria, and Yemen: A Comparative Analysis
Dian Zorri, Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University
Hugh Sadri, The IPAC Foundation
Diane Maye-Zorri, The IPAC Foundation

Local Governance and Mitigating Support for Islamist Insurgent Groups in Burkina Faso
Kevin Fridy, University of Tampa

Returning Politics to Counter-Terrorism: US, Turkey and the Kurds
Melinda Negron-Gonzales, University of New Hampshire – Manchester

Panel 47: Organizing the Force
Chair & Discussant: Thomas Crosbie, Royal Danish Defence College, thcr@fak.dk

Organizational Designs for the Future Military
Guy Siebold

The US Military All-Volunteer Force: Serendipitous Origins, Consequences, and Responses
James Griffith, University of Utah

The Military Economic and Security Issues for Cyber and AI
J. Craig Stone, Canadian Forces College

No Accounting for Bad Contractors: Ineffective Regulation in the Contracted Security Apparatus
Ori Swed, Texas Tech University
Adam Materne, University of Texas at Austin
Panel 61: Critical Military Sociology—The Organizational Perspective
Chair & Discussant: Yagil Levy, The Open University of Israel, yagil.levy@gmail.com

Democracy, Security, and Problems with the Military’s Claim of Profession
Donald Travis, Gettysburg College

Thinking of the Military from Bottom to Top
Dana Kachtan, The Open University of Israel

Contextualizing the Institution/Occupation Debate: Personnel Management in the Royal Australian Air Force
Jarrod Pendlebury, The University of Sydney

Post-Conference Meetings

1PM The David and Mady Segal Military Sociology Consortium

1:15-2:15pm International Sociological Association Research Committee 01